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1 day ago a candlestick chart is a chart in which the open, high, low, and close prices for each trading day are displayed as a set of small
rectangles aligned vertically. as a trade cannot start without a bid, the open price is commonly displayed to the left of the chart. the high,
low, and close prices are displayed to the right. often, the candle is filled by the day’s trading volume to make it easier to visually identify
the open and close of the trading day. the open and close of the trading day are usually shown directly above and below the candle in a

small box. this box is called the body of the candlestick. the high and low are shown as the end of the body, and the body is the middle. the
top of the body can be slightly above the high or in line with the high and the bottom can be slightly below the low or in line with the low.

candlestick charts are commonly used in technical analysis to determine trends. candlestick charts are less commonly used in fundamental
analysis because the direction of the trend is not very clear. the concept of the candlestick chart was developed in the japanese stock

market. the japanese stock market uses three different patterns to identify a trend: the spinning top, the spinning flat, and the spinning
wedge. about the author steve nison, cmt, is founder and president of nison research international inc., which provides customized

educational and technical advisory services. mr. nison, the first to reveal candle charts to the western world, is the acknowledged authority
on japanese charting techniques as applied to western markets. his book, japanese candlestick charting techniques, continues to be an

international bestseller. nison's work has been highlighted in financial media around the world, including the wall street journal, barron's,
worth magazine, euroweek, and institutional investor. he is an instructor at the new york institute of finance and has been a guest lecturer
at four universities. as a sought-after speaker, he has presented his trading strategies in seventeen countries to thousands of traders and
analysts including, by request, the world bank and the federal reserve. nison holds an mba in finance and investments and was among the
first to receive the chartered market technician (cmt) designation from the market technicians association (mta). formerly, he was a senior

vice president at daiwa securities and senior technical analyst at merrill lynch. nison lives with his family in east brunswick, new jersey.
nison's web site is www.candlecharts.com. the e-mail address is infocandlecharts. permissions request permission to reuse content from this

site
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